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Aiden Lynch is a survivor—only 16 years old, he's seen himself through near-starvation on the Kansas
prairie, a brutal journey on the Oregon trail, and backbreaking work in a lumber camp. Now he's reached the
glittering city of San Francisco, and though his future is uncertain, promise lies ahead. Luck seems to favor
him as he manages to stay one step ahead of trouble, even in the city's notoriously dangerous Barbary Coast.
And it is pure fortune that leads him to a wealthy family, and then the high-stakes poker game in which he
wins a ship—fully outfitted and ready for trade. The trade he has inherited: importing guano, a highly potent
fertilizer, from island mines in Peru.

But what he finds in Peru is a savage business—conditions at the mines are unthinkable, the workers forced
into servitude. When Aiden becomes involved with a miner who claims to be a kidnapped Chinese
nobleman, all his loyalties are called into question, and he's plunged into a dangerous game.
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From reader reviews:

Helen McCormick:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to understand everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or even goal; it means that guide
has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They can be reading whatever
they get because their hobby is definitely reading a book. How about the person who don't like reading a
book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book if they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well,
probably you'll have this Son of Fortune.

Shannon Silva:

You are able to spend your free time to study this book this guide. This Son of Fortune is simple to bring you
can read it in the park, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not have much space to bring the
actual printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save the
particular book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Linda King:

This Son of Fortune is brand new way for you who has attention to look for some information given it relief
your hunger of information. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who
still having little digest in reading this Son of Fortune can be the light food for you because the information
inside this particular book is easy to get through anyone. These books create itself in the form that is
reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book form. People who think that in publication form make them
feel sleepy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a e-book especially this
one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss this! Just read
this e-book kind for your better life along with knowledge.

Edward McClung:

Reserve is one of source of understanding. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students and also
native or citizen need book to know the update information of year to be able to year. As we know those
textbooks have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the world. By
the book Son of Fortune we can have more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? To become creative
person must love to read a book. Simply choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't possibly be
doubt to change your life with this book Son of Fortune. You can more pleasing than now.
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